
Plant Nappy PlantMat Pad

FLTE710 44cm x 62.5cm, 1 pad

The most cost-effective polymer technology
available on the market, PlantMat instantly begins
turning oils and fuels into a solid mass. Ideal for
mobile or remote tasks.

Introducing Soliditex® Technology to offer
superior performance by locking oils and fuels
in place, offering exceptional oil retention with
no leaching

-

Purpose made polymers that not only turn fuels
and oils into a solid mass, but effectively offers
horizontal and vertical wicking for lightning fast
reaction times

-

Clean water is allowed to escape with as little
as 2.6ppm total hydrocarbons (when used with
PlantNappy)

-

Ideal for mobile or remote tasks: operatives
who work from vans, forest/landscape
operatives refuelling, and vehicle/plant service,
repair and recovery

-

Robust construction with strategically placed
loops for easy placing/retrieval of the mat

-

Sized to be effective when used independently,
or in conjunction with the award winning
PlantNappy

-

When risk of rainfall or water contact is high,
the PlantMat can be placed inside a
PlantNappy; by working in conjunction with
each other they offer absolute all-weather
environmental protection

-

This allows unrivalled water filtration through
the PlantNappy sidewalls whilst at the same
time immobilising oils and fuels

-

Patent pending composite means that water
doesn’t stand static in the substrate preventing
oils and fuels from being absorbed

-

Hi-Vis colour for easy identification-

Specifications

Colour Green / Black

Dimensions 44cm W x 62.5cm L

Fluids Absorbed Oil-Based Liquids But Not Water

Absorbency Up to 3 L per bag

Perforated Not Perforated

Sold as 1 pad per bag



Weight 0.73 kg

# per Pallet 360

Composition

Cover: Vinyl Coated PVC Mesh;

Base: Woven Polyester, PVC Coated Fabric;

Filler: Soliditex® Polymer, Polyester and Polypropylene

Packaging Bag

Poly-Backing Yes

UV Resistant Yes

Technical Documents

Plant Nappy PlantMat

https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/SDS_EN_GB_MSD_V1041.pdf

